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salvage 
salvage /sálv i j/ • n.   1 rescue of property, from the sea, fire, etc.  
        3b v. tr .  save from a wreck, fire, adverse circumstances, etc. 
 
salvage: 
a ghost of a man inna cardboard box,  
fetus-posed, lookin’ like hell sued for murder, 
emptied Thunderbird inna’ crumpled paper sack— 
 
a victory of the echo over the voice, 
they show you what you aren’t, 
then show you what you’re supposed to be, 
 
a punishment made real 
by a drought of unattained dreams & foreclosure 
on one more last chance 
 
salvage: 
the slow erosion of attributes 
& skills, 
abandoning life to a monotonous irony  
that becomes morbid to the recycled— 
 
reborn with prior knowledge of self 
is the truth that lies at the nexus of the myth of hell, 
there is no serendipity in reclamation, 
 
(what they say when you are lost is how you are found) 



 
a frozen wail of righteous heresy, 
distended air-sandwich belly heaving 
one last “fuck-you-God!”  
 
salvage: 
burning and burial  
that collapses everything  
into memory, 
something destroyed, abandoned  
or cast aside, 
holding on till help come along 
 
as in, he tried to salvage their marriage 
see what i mean? 
or, she tried to salvage her relationship with her estranged daughter 
that highlights the inadequacy of “i’m sorry” 
 
salvage: 
rejected hearts shattered   
into pieces too onerous to curl up 
and die 
 
(broken by betrayal into spiteful conniption fits) 
 
salvage: 
as in, an addiction, 
a desperate repetition of previous failure, 
with purpose 
 
salvage:  
resuscitate,   
 
as in, petro-rems of plastic twisted into kilo-tons of strangle 
 
not unlike a surgical, military strike, a boom-boom-booming 
that leaves whoever suffered, or died, a mystery gilded in euphemism  
 
salvage: 
recycled for the eye of the beholder 
as in, front page news: 
“BP Engineers Prepare For Next Bid to Stop Oil Flow” 



 



 
dissent relegated to the annuls of history 
 
 
society lives an arm’s-length between us 
forged wrathful as counterfeit  
despite politic mumblings 
of cogs parroting 
 
false platitudes 
like long-distance machine-tooled force 
making them round, notched & oily  
like the artificial, rouged ember of a whore 
 
willing to do anything to tell the world everything  
like the end of a cigarette burning against the night 
 
will produce a sense of violence  
like a loaded nine millimeter  
& the tenacity of bullets 
 
an incremental thunder to a full stop 
while there are only two or three human stories 
to dissipate shadows about words & illuminate silence 
 
i know something ugly is coming 
an indifference like a machine that mimics silence 
& unspoken slights 
where stars make outside brighter 
than without  
voice 
 



 
show-stopping acts of ego upon a malleable persona 
 
 
she lets us see what she wants us to see 
 
(passion-red mini-dress & blood-red pumps, plum-breasted nymph illustrated sparingly with vine-sheathed roses & flaming 
hearts wreathed in ribbons) 
 
she be pliable container of all she wishes to be as her blatant pulchritude promotes solitary fantasies of beauty into the 
world & public façade that are never one & the same despite demanding stances of petulance abetted by compulsive 
histrionics, pouting acquiescence & florid, flamboyant displays of equality—one shot chilla’—even when they’re not trying 
hard  
 
(demur eyes of sun-speckled gold, close-lidded with desire, rouged lips parted in lustful anticipation)  
 
a symmetry despite its arbitrariness that terrorizes with the familiar beauty of longing, as in a surgeon scoring compliant 
flesh exposing the intricacy of temptation & lust, suspending disbelief for our entertainment & amazement into wide-eyed 
aahhhh’s & oohhhh’s . . . & dammmn!! 
 
(watch out what that playa say, the mouth ain’t sayin’ what the hands they doin’ that voodoo they be doin’)  
 
a theatrical flourish of satin cape, a neo-Victorian bow assuming the proper pretentions of blue-blood entitlement & a sly & 
charismatic tip of the hat, grounded in superior ability & station, as startled doves prestidigitate from thin air, flung skyward 
as beguiled eyes follow exploded ascent, disappeared into alternate dimensions of befuddlement . . . going-went-gone    
 
(look! . . . up in the sky)  
 
. . . to reappear as a rain of rose petals cascading from mid-air, a rapture serenaded by monarch butterflies unveiling 
seductively from a discarded cocoon of red silk & sensuous renewal, fluttering languidly to a spit-shine polished hardwood 
floor that reflects a final impalement of the barbed hook into our moment of wonder & awe, an illuminated & endearing 
premeditation choreographed effortlessly through three stages of foreplay, to the creation of the illusion—she holds us in 
the palm of her hand . . . reined firmly, our heart racing with the adrenalin of anxious anticipation, head thrown back as a 
telegraphed pulse of stimulation explodes, arching from our heart to cascading orgasm that becomes an uninhibited 
spiraling into erotic submission as the surgeon replaces the restraining tautness of halter & bit with the spur . . . & well-
placed whip 
 


